
LAGOS STATE GOVERNMENT

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

UNIFIED SCHEMES OF WORK

PRIMARY SCHOOLS

ENGLISH LANGUAGE PRIMARY 4 SECOND TERM
EMBEDDED CORE

WKS TOPICS

1 Review of primary
three third term work

2 Speech Work: letters
witten to An Old
classmate, mother, an
old neighbour

(b) Reading letters
witten to An Old
classmate, mother, an
old neighbour

Stucture: Comparing 

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson,
students should be able to:
i. discuss the features of

an informal letter;
ii. perform oral and witten

exercises on the letter,
use the format to wite
their own letter.

By the end of fre lesson,
st.ldents should be able to:
l. read letters written to

class mates, mother etc.;
ii. draw out important

features of letter writing;
iii. compare the different

letters;

iv. wite their own letters
from the format seen.

Bythe end ofthe lesson,
things according to weight studenG should be able to:

l. discuss words used in
comparison;

ii. form positive,

comparative and
superlative of as many
adjectives as possible;

iii, use each words in
sentences;

iv. compare things that are
equal..

(d) Writing: Guided By the end of the lesson,
composition: A motor park students should be able

to:

describe a motor park
they have seen;

ii. discuss the things that

make up a motor park;
iii. write a guided

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

Pupils. as a class, discuss

the features of an informal

letter

ii. Pupils. as individuals,

perform oral and written

exercises on the letter

witten
iii. Pupils, in pairs, use the

format leamt in writing their

own letter

l. Pupils, as a class, read
different letters, written to a

class mate, a mother, or an
old nighbour..

ii. Pupils, in small groups,
draw out important features

of letter writing.

iii. Pupils, in pairs, compare the
different letters.

iv. Pupils write their own

letters.

Pupils, as a class, discuss
words used in comparison of
weight, size, height etc.

ii. Pupils, in small, groups form
words by comparing them 
using positive, comparative
and superlative adjectives.

iii. Pupils, as individuals, use
each of the words in

sentences of their own.
iv. Pupils, in pairs, compare

l.

ii.

things that are equal.

Pupils, as a class, discuss
motors park that have seen.
Pupils, in small groups,

SKILLS

Creativity and

Imagination

ii. Communication and

Collaboration

Communication and

Collaboration

ii. Leadership and
Personal
Development

iii. Creativity and

Imagination

Communication and
Collaboration

ii. Creativity and

Imagination

iii. Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving

I Creativity and

Imagination

ii. Communication and
discuss the things that make Collaboration
up such motor parks.

iii. Pupils, as individuals, write
compositions on the topic.

composition on the topic:

LEARNING

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
l. Chart of the feature

of an informal letter
ii. Informal letters

written on a chart
Web Resource:
https://www.perfectyo

urenglish.com/busine

ssenglishfinformal-
letter-to-old-

classmate.htm

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
i.Different letters on

chats

ii. Flip Chart of the
different letters.

WEB RESOURCE:
https://medium.com/@

adv.nupur.verma/letter-

t0-old-schoolmates-
645e97ba80e8

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
l. Chart of the positive,

comparative and
superlative

ii. flash cards
iii. real objects

Web Resource:
https:l/www.enchantedl

earning.com/grammarl

partsofspeech/adjective

s/

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
I Picture of a motor
park

Web resource

https:/lnaijastories.com

12017/01 lexperience-

at-port-harcourts-

m to-a
A Motor Park".



WKS TOPICS

(0 Dictation

Selected wonls
the read

3 (a) Speech Work: Aural

Discrin)ination. lilV - led

(b)Structure: Further

practice in the use of

tense, present, past,

present perfect and past

continuous tense

(c)Reading:

(d)Writing: Giving an

account of visits to place

of interest e.g local

market, supermarket,

idanre hills

[CANNING
omrcuvrs

By tho ond ot the jonnon,
ghould bo ablo to:

identity now wouln
tho

ii, tho now

iii, explain tho of

new words in
iv. new

with thew
v, wtito down the (lict/itod

By tho end of tho logson,
students should bo ablo
to:

l. distinguish botwoon tho

sounds /itl/ in (oar and

the sound/eJ in faro,

ii. recognize the sounds in

words,

iii. draw the contrast

between sounds when

they are used in words,
iv. identify them words in

short passage.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

l. identify the use of the

tenses,

ii. constuct sentences

using the tenses,

iii. classify the tenses of

sentences in a given
passage.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

l. analyze the passage;

ii. skim for the main points

in the passage;

iii. scan for specific

information;

iv. extract new words orally

and in written form,

from the passage.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

i. give an account of a visit

to a market or

supermarket or hill they

have been to;

ii. identify major features of

the places visited;

iii. write a composition on

the topic.

[CANNING

in nmnjj

(jilt tho

lie [ Itch

now wordn,

iii tind tho

ot tho now

tho

iv pupil
nontoncoq with now

word%,

v, pupil writ0% down

dictatod wordb

Pupi19, a

dintinqui%h botwoon tho two

sounds by giving oxamploo;

ii. Pupils in small oroupo, lit't

wordß that tho sound can bo

articulatod

Pupils, in pairs, draw sovoral

oxamplos of contragt of tho

two sounds,

iv. Pupils, as individuals,
idontify the two sounds in a

short passage.

Pupils, as a class, identify

the use of the different

tenses
ii. Pupils, in small groups,

construct sentences using

the tenses.

Pupils, in pairs, classify the

tenses in sentences in a

passage.

Pupils, as a class, listen
and analyze the passage,

ii. Pupils, as pairs, skim for

the main points in the

passage.
Pupils, in small groups,

scan for specific

information in the passage.

iv. Each pupil identifies and

lists the new words and

says them orally in the

passage,

i. Pupils, as a class, describe
places they had visited e.g.

a market etc,

ii, Pupil, in small groups,

identify main features of the

place.

iii. Pupil, as individuals, write

the composition.

cont
SKILLS

thinking on d

solving

collaboration.

Croativity and

Imagination,

ii, Communication and

Collaboration

iii, Critical thinking and

ii,

Problorn Solving

Creativity and

Imagination,

Communication and

Collaboration

Leadership and
Personal

Development,

Critical Thinking and

Problem solving

ii. Communication and

Collaboration

iii. Leadership and

Personal
Development

Communication and

Collaboration

ii, Creativity and

Imagination

iii. Critical thinking and

Problem Solving

LEARNING

RESOURCES

VI%UAL

from

t#/tt///k

words,

iii, /s0/f0fd

VISUAL
RESOURCE8
l, Chart of the

diphthongs If/

and/cl
ii, Video clips of the

sounds pronounced
iii, Audiotape of the two

soundø,

httpO/exarnpl%.yourdi
ctionary.com/öiphtboog

rexaroplfbt)trnl

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCE
l, Chart and picture of

Pregent tense and

Past tense
ii. Flash cards

Web Resource:

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCE
l. Recommended

textboo
ii. Dictionc

iii, Flash cards ot

words

Web Resource

main-idea-3212047

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
l. Pictures of market

places and hills

ii. video clips of

market, hills etc,



WKS TOPICS

(e)Dictation: Spelling,

Selecttxd words Kom the

gx•ssage tvad,

(t)Supplementary

Reading

4 (a)Speech Work: Aural
discrimination la:] and

(b)Structure: Giving an
account of visits to place
of interest e.g tourist
attraction, hospital, court
of law

(c)Reading: Vocabulary
and oral and written

ACTIVITIES
OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

i. Ontify new words from

tho passage:

ii. write the meaning of the

new wold in passage;

iii. make a senten(X) With

these words:

iv. wnte down the dictated

words;

By the end of the losson,

pupils should be able to:

l. share with other pupils

the story read;

ii. discuss lessons learnt

from the book;

iii. relate events in the

story to their personal

lives.

By the end of the lesson,

students should be able

to:

l. recognize the sounds

by pronouncing it in

words;

ii. distinguish between the

sound la:/ in bar and

in board;

iii. draw the contrast

between sounds when

they use the words;

iv. make simple correct

sentences to bring out

the sound and

meaning.

By the end of the lesson,
students should be able to:
l. describe places of

interest they have been

to, like a tourist attraction,

hospital, court of law,

shopping mall;
ii. make simple correct

sentences and
punctuations while witing;

iii. narrate about their visits
to places of interest.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
i. analyzes the passage;
ii. differentiate between

main ideas and
supporting ideas in the
passage;

iii. recognize new words
that signal details/

i. pupils, in small groups, pick

out new words from the

passage.

Pupils, as a class. find the

meanings of the new words

f mm the passage.

iii.Each pupil constructs

sentences with the words.

iv. Each pupil writes down

dictated words.

l. Ead)pupil reads a recommeMed

Lagos State approved

book list

ii. Each pupil discusses the

main idea of the story.

iii. Pupils, in small groups, share

information from thestory.

iv. Each pupil discusses the

lessons/values learnt from

the story.

Pupils, as a class,

pronounce and recognize

the sounds in words and

sentences.

ii. Pupils, in small groups,

distinguish between the two

sounds.

iii. Pupils, think and draw a

contarst between the

sounds when used in

words.

iv. Each pupil makes correct

l.

ii.

sentences and identifies the

sounds and their meanings.

Pupils, as a class, give
description of places of

interest they have visited.

Pupils, think and share
correct sentences they

would use in writing.

ili. Pupils, as a class,
brainstorm on ow they
would present the account
of their writing.

iv. Each pupil writes their
personal accounts of places
of interest they have been.

i. Pupils, as a class, analyze the
passage after reading.

ii. Pupils pair up to highlight main
ideas.

iii. Pupils, in pairs, identify the
supporting ideas in the text.

iv. Each pupil establishes the
connections between the main
ideas and supporting ideas

illustrations and using evidence from the
examples in the passagg iii. Students while reading the

SKILLS

l, Communication and

ii. Leadership and
personal

development
iii. Critical thinking and

problem solving

Communication and

ii. Creativity and

Imagination

Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving

Creativity and
Imagination

ii. Communication and
Collaboration

iii. Critical Think and
Problem Solving

Creativity and
Imagination

ii. Communication and

Collaboration
iii. Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

l. Communication and
Collaboration

ii. Leadership and

Personal

development
iii. Creativity and

imagination
iv. Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

RESOURCES

AUDIO 
VISUAL

RESOURCES
i. Flash 

cards 
on 

new
ii. Oxford 

dictionary

AUDIO 
VISUAL

RESOURCES
l. 

Recommended
story/play/poem

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
l. Audiotape of both

sounds
ii. Chart of both

sounds showing
contrast and
examples

iii. Pronouncing

dictionary

WEB RESOURCE
https://nigeriascholars.

com/tutorials/english-

test-of -orals/a-vowel-
sound/

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
1. Chart and pictures

of places of interest

2. short Video clips of an

excursion to an hospital,

Court of law or an

interesting sight

WEB RESOURCE
https:/lwww.bartleby..com/

essay/The-Best-PLaces-

Ive-Ever-Vlsited-

PKCSDAUSTIC

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES
l. Recommended text

ii. Flash card

iii. Oxford dictionary

Web Resource

h s://wmv.lakeshorel

eacmngcgmlaset$

edia/product guidesld

d3å9Ædf

passage stop



WKS TOPICS

(d)Grammar

Punctua'.soo

stop and Ouee'om mm

(e) Wt!tng
Compos!tyon 

P
A day I

shaß never forger

(f) Dza%on: spelling,

Selected w«ds from the

passage reade

(a) Speed work: Aural

Disairninatm
ffstnguis,h between the

sound /tJ and the

sound LJ.

-4

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the
•tudentq should be Able
to.

the

By the end of the lesson,
students should be able
to:
l. narrate a st&,
n. discuss the of

a narrate rnro%tm,
i. wnte the cornr,ÆitM

on the guen tr.ic.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
l. identify new words

from the passage;

ii. pronounce the new

ii. explain the meaning of

new words in passage;

W. make new sentences

wm these words;

v. write down the Octzted

By the end of the lesson,
students should be able

to:
I. distinguish between

the two pair of sounds;

reøgnize the sounds

in words;

draw the contrast

between the sounds

when they are used in

w«ds;
iv. identify the sounds in a

short passage.

LEARNING

a-Yed t rzra
s
e a

n. Pugs, in

tie a
nzrratve

n. Pi.r"s, "tae cease
writhg

i.

i.

i.

v.

i.

ii.

Pupils, in

out new wads fran
the

Each pupil prrurruurzz fre

rew wads.
Pupas, as a daze find fie
meanings of new wads
from the passage.

Each pupa constructs
sentences new
wads.
Each pupa wigs

dictzted wor%.

Pupas, as a dass,
prorrnnce the wads

•check' and *soups b

distjngush two sands.
Pupas, as a dass, rrrric

mouth posthorg
model to prorocrce both

Pup{s, in pas, Osyøqish
between the two sounds by

exarrpbs

Pupas srrd Est
wt words frat have he

i.

i.

Each Üftræts
two sounds by

*Mds contahng bott

Pupils, rj smal yaups,
make sirn* sergeæes
øntairmg Üds be
sands

Pupas, as irdr.'idÄsv
identify the gourds a
sym passage.

EMBEOOtOCOPÆ

PESOIJPCES

?E.wprz

?ESCjFE

Coaabcmco
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WKS TOPICS
LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

(b) Structure, Descriptive By the end of the lesson,

passage: My visit to

Lagos University
Teaching Hospital

(c) Reading: teaching of
new words,spellings

(Comprehension)

(d) Grammar. Write or

copy their own

composition from the

substitution table, use

punctuation marks, use

link words

(e) Writing: study the

words and make

sentences with them

(f) Dictation: Selected

words from the passage

read

i. highlight the features of

ii, discuss what makes up

a good hospital and items

in them;

iii. wite a descriptive

essay on a visit to any

hospital,

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

i. analyze the passage;

ii. differentiate between

main ideas and supporting

ideas in the passage;

iii. recognize new words

that signal details/

illustrations and examples

in the passage

By the end of the lesson,

students should be able

to:
l. use the substitution

table, punctuation

marks and linking words

to write a good

composition.

By the end of the lesson,

students should be able

to:
I. study some groups of

words from a selected

passage or text;

ii. construct new sentences

from the selected text or

passage;

iii. find the meaning of the

new words;

iv. use the new words in

new sentences.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
l. identify new words from

the passage;

ii. pronounce the new

words;

iii. explain the meaning of

new words in passage;
iv. make new sentences

with these words;

v. write down the dictated

words.

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

i, Pupils, in small groups,

observe, think, and reflect on 

what constitutes the features of 

a descriptive essay based on

the sample provided.

ii. Pupils, in pairs, discuss on

how a good hospital should

look like.

iii. Each pupil composes well

written story about a visit to a

hospital.

i. Pupils, as a class, analyze the

passage after reading.

ii. Pupils pair up to highlight main

ideas.

iii. Pupils, in pairs, identify the

supporting ideas in the text.

iv. Each pupil establishes the

connections between the main

ideas and supporting ideas using

evidence from the passage.

iii. Students while reading the

passage stop midway to predict

expected events in the passage

and pick out new words.

l. Each pupil writes their own

composition using the

table.

l. Pupils, as a class, identify

new words from the

selected text

ii. Pupils share new

sentences constructed by

them with each other.

iii. Pupils, in small groups, find

the meaning of the new

words.

iv. Each pupil uses the new

words in new sentences.

l. Pupils, in small groups, pick
out new words from the

passage.
ii. Each pupil, pronounces the

new words.

iii. Pupils, as a class, find the
meaning of the new words
from the passage.

iv. Each pupil, constructs
sentences with the new
words.

v. Each pupil, writes down
dictated words.

EMBEDDED CORE

SKILLS

i. Communication and

collaboration

Personal 
ii. Leadership 

Development

and

iii. Creativity and

imagination

i,Communication and

Collaboration

ii.Leadership and

Personal development

iii. Creativity and

imagination

iv.Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

I. Creativity and

Imagination

i. Creativity and

Imagination

ii. Communication and

Collaboration

iii. Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

i. Critical thinking an d

problem solving

ii. Communication and

collaboration.

LEARNING

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
iRecommended 

text
book

ii. Pictures showing a
hospital
iii, Video clip on a
hospital.

Web Resource.

https://wmwgoogle.%rn!

ancom/10dinqs/10-

lines-on-a-visit-to a.
hospital/

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
i.Recommended ten
ii.Flash card
iii. Oxford dictionary
Web Resource

https://ww//.lakeshorel

earning.com/assets/rne

dia/product guides/dd
369.pdf

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
l. Chart of the tables

on punctuation, linking

words

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
l. Recommended text

or passage

ii. Flash Card of the

new words

iii. Oxford dictionary.

Audio Visual

Materials

i. Selected words and

sentences from

approved textbook

ii. Flash cards of words

iii. A Oxford dictionary
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WKS TOPICS

6 (a)Speech Work. Aural

discrimination

(Consonants) A'! and If/

(b) Structure: Reading

letters written to elder

sisters, brother's father,

teacher and friends

(c) Reading: Vocabulary

& comprehension.

(d) Grammar:

comparing things and

persons according to

weight, shape, size,

height, and distance

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the Iosqon,

students should bo ablo

to:

I, distinguish between tho

two consonants in the

words "very" and

"ferry":

ii. recognize the sounds in

words;

iii. draw the contrast

between sounds when

they use the words:

iv make simple correct

sentences with the

sounds and identify the

sounds in a passage.

By the end of the lesson,
students should be able

to:

l. discuss the informal
letter:

ii. read letters written to

uncles, sister etc.;

iii. use the format in their

own informal letter.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:

i. analyze the passage;
ii. differentiate between

main ideas and

supporting ideas in the

passage,
iii. recognize new words

that signal details/

illustrations and

examples in the

passage.

By the end of the lesson,

students should be able

to:

l. discuss words used in
comparison;

ii. form positive,

comparative and

superlative of as many

adjectives as possible

iii. use each words in

sentences;

iu compare things that

are equal.

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

Pupils, as a class,
pronounce tho words 'votv
and 'forty' to distinguish tho

two consonant sounds.
Pupils as a class,
pronounce both sounds,

iii. Pupils, in pairs distinguish
between the two sounds by

giving examples.

Pupils. in small groups, list

out words with the sounds,

Each pupil contrasts the two

sounds by providing words

containing both sounds.

Pupils, as a class, discuss
the informal letter

ii. Pupils, in pairs, read

letters written to brother,

sister etc.
iii. Pupils, as individuals, use

the format to write their

letter.

i. Pupils, as a class, analyze
the passage after reading.

ii. Pupils pair up to highlight

main ideas

iii. Pupils, in pairs, identify the

supporting ideas in the text.

iv. Each pupil establishes the

connections between the

main ideas and supporting

ideas using evidence from

the passage.
v. Students while reading the

passage stop midway to

predict expected events in

the passage and pick out

new words.

l. Pupils, in small groups, take

turns to compare each other

and identify words used in

comparison.

ii. Pupils, as a class, discuss

words used in comparison of

weight, size, height etc,

iii. Pupils, in small groups,

form words by comparing

them using

positive,comparative and

superlative,

iv.Pupils, as individuals, use

each of the words in

sentence of their own

EMBEDDED CORE
SKILLS

i. Criticni thinking and
probjom gdvinq

ii. Communication nrvj

collaboration..

iii. Creativity and

I 

ii.

iii 

ii.

iii.

iv.

imagination

Creativity and
Imagination

Communication and

Collaboration

.leadership and

personal

Development

Communication and

Collaboration

Leadership and

Personal
development

Creativity and

imagination

Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

l. Communication and

Collaboration

ii. Creativity and

Imagination

iii. Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

LEARNING

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
L Chart of both

sounds

ii Audio tape of both

sounds properly
pronounced

WEB RESOURCE
https;/l"",qogfi#tu

/mioirnaßpajro-Ly,btm

https•J/youtu.bq!nß:

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
i.Chart of different

informal letters

WEB RESOURCE
https•U/gdurnantcaoeß0

nformaueÜec-

and format-3

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
i.Recommended text

ii.Flash card
iii. Oxford dictionary

Web Resource
https.//www.lakeshorel

eamina.com/assets/m

edia/product guides/d

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
l. Chart of the

positive, comparative

and superlative

ii. flash cards

iii.real objects

Web Resource:
https•//w•ww.enchante

dlearning.cqm/gramm

d'

v.Pupils pair to compare

things that are equal.
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WKS TOPICS

(e) Writing: Composition
using Comparative and
superlative adjectives

(O Dictation: Selected
words from the passage
read

(g)Supplemenatry
Reading

7 MID TERM BREAK

(a)Speech Work: Aural
Discrimination It/ as in
tin and as in thin

LEARNING LEARNING EMBEDDED CORE

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson,
students should be able
to:

l. describe adjectives that
compares;

ii. show comparative and

superlative of words;
iii. write a composition

comparing themselves
with someone else e.g. a

sibling, family member,

or friend.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
l. pick out new words

from the passage;

ii. pronounce the new

words;

iii. explain the meaning of

new words in passage;
iv. make new sentences

with these words;

v. write down the dictated

words.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
l. share with other pupils

the story read;

ii. discuss lessons learnt
from the book;

iii. relate events in the

story to their personal
lives.

By the end of the lesson,
students should be able
to:

l. distinguish between the
two pair of consonant
"tin" and "thin";

ii. recognize the sounds in

ACTIVITIES

l. Pupils, as a class, describe

adjectives that are used for

comparison.

ii. Pupils, in small groups,

show comparative and

superlative of different

words.

iii. Pupil, as individuals, use the

words in sentences.

iv. Each pupil writes a

composition comparing

themselves with someone

else e.g. a friend, family

member, or sibling.

l. Pupils, in small groups, pick

out new words from the

SKILLS

l. Communication and 

ii. Creativity and
Imagination

iii. leadership and
Personal
Development

Critical thinking and
problem solving

passage. ii. Communication and
ii. Each pupil pronounces the collaboration

new words. iii. Leadership and
iii. Pupils, as a class, find the Personal

meaning of the new words
development

from the passage.
iv. Creativity and

iv. Each pupil constructs
imagination.

sentences with the new words.

v. Each pupil writes down
dictated words.

Each pupil reads a
recommended

storybook/play/poem from

Lagos State approved book
list.

ii. Each pupil discusses the
main idea of the story.

iii. Pupils, in small groups, share
information from the story.

iv. Pupils, in pairs, establish
relationships between ideas
using evidence from the
passage.

v. Each pupil discusses the

Communication and
Collaboration.

ii. Creativity and

Imagination

iii. Critical Thinking and

i.

ii.

lessons/values learnt from
the story.

Pupils, as a class,
pronounce the words "tin"
and "thin" to distinguish the
two sounds.

Pupils, as a class, mimic
the mouth positioning
model to pronounce both

ii.

iii.

Problem Solving

Critical thinking an d

problem solving

Communication and

collaboration..

Creativity and

imagination

words; sounds.

iii. draw the contrast

between sounds when
they use the words;

iv. make simple correct

iii. Pupils, in pairs distinguish
between the two sounds by
giving examples.

iv. Pupils, in small groups, list

LEARNING

RESOURCES

AUDIO 
VISUAL

RESOURCES
i.Chart of 

Comparativeand superlative 
wordsii.Flash Card

iii.real Objects to showcomparative 
and

superlative

WEB RESOURCE
htt s://exam les. ourdictiona 

.com/exam 
les-of.com aritive-and-

su 
erlative-adectives.

for-kids.html

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

i. Recommended text
book

ii. Dictionary
iii. Flip charts of new

words from the
passage.

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
l. Recommended

story/play/poem

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES
l. Chart ofboth

sounds

ii Audio tape of both

sounds properly

pronounced

WEB RESOURCE
https://wvm.englishcl

ub.com/pronunciation

/minimal-pairs-t- P.htm

sentences with the
sounds and identify the
sounds in a passage.

out words with the sounds.
v. Each pupil contrasts the two

sounds by providing words
containing both sounds.

vi. Pupils, in small groups,
make simple sentences
containing words with the
sounds It/ and t].



WKS TOPICS

(b) Reading: Vocabulary
and Written

Comprehension

(c) Structure: Construct

Sentences with
Consonants

(d) Grammar: Make ten

sentences from this table

(e) Writing: Fill in the

gaps with the words in

the box

(f) Dictation: Selected
words from the passage

read

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
i. analyze the passage;
ii. differentiate between

man ideas and
supporting ideas in the
passage;

iii. recogntze new words
that signal details/

illustrations and

examples in the

passage.

By the end of the lesson,
students should be able
to:

l. construct sentences
using the consonant
sounds;

ii. identfy consonant

sounds in specific

passages and
sentences;

By the end of the lesson,
students should be able
to:

l. understand sentence
formations;

ii. study how sentences
are constructed;

iii. make similar sentences
from the examples..

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
i. understand and decode

the instructions needed

to fill in the space;

ii. fill in the appropriate

words in the right

space.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
l. identify new words from

the passage;

ii. pronounce the new

words

iii. explain the meaning of

new words in passage;

iv. make new sentences

with these words;

v. write down the dictated

words.

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

Pupils, as a class. analyze
the passage after rea&ing.

ii. Pupils pair up to highlight

main ideas

iii. Pupils, in pairs, identiiy the

supporting ideas in the text

iv. Each pupii establishes the

connections between the

main ideas and supporting

ideas using evidence from

the passage.
iv. Students while reading the

passage stop midway to

predict expected events in

the passage and pick out

new words.

Pupils, in small groups,

construct sentences using

the consonant sounds.

ii. Pupils, as a ciass, identify

EMBEDDED CORE LEARNING

l.

ii.

consonant sounds in

specific sentences and

passages.

Pupils, as a class,
brainstorm on how

sentences are formed.
Pupils, in small groups,

study sentences
constuction;

iii. Each pupil wite new

sentences.

Pupils, as a class, discuss
the grammar functions and

what is expected of them

from the question.

li. Each pupil provides the

l.

appropriate words in the

blank spaces.

Pupils, in small groups, pick
out new words from the

passage.
ii. Each pupil pronounces the

new words.

iii. Pupils, as a class, find the
meaning of the new words

from the passage.

iv. Each pupil constructs

sentences with the new
words.

v. Each pupil writes down

SKILLS

Critical Thinking and

Problem

Communication and

Collaboration

iii. Leadership and

Personal
Development

l. Communication and

Collaboration

ii. Creativity and

Collaboration

l. Creativity and
imagination

ii Critical thinking and

Problem solving
ili Communication and

Collaboration

i. Communication and

collaboration

ii. Criical thinking and
problem solving skills

i. Critical thinking an d
problem

ii. Communication and

collaboration.

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
l. Recommended

textbook on

Engrtsh

(1. Dictionary

iü. Flash cards of new

words

Web Resource
https•JJSwwwßhoyghtco

.comhow-to-find-the-

main-idea-3212047

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
l. Chart of sentence

using consonant

ii. Consonant sound in
fiash cards

WEB RESOURCE
https•J/sentence.youdic

tionary.com/consonant

s

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

l. Chart of sentences
ii. Flash cards of new

sentences
https•]/www.skillsyoun

eed.corn•write/gramma

rl .html

Audio Visual
Materials
i. Charts in form of a

puzzle on he
question.

ii. Selected approved
textbook

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCE
i. Selected words and

sentences from
approved textbook

ii. Flash cards of words

üi. A Oxford dicw•ery

dictated words



Enc Ii%h Lan

EMBEDDED CORE LEARNING
LEARNING

WKS TOPICS

9 (a)Speech Work. Using

adverb of comparison

(c) Vocabulary
Development

Words to Watch

(Confusing Words)

Been/being, lose/ioose,

cite/site/sight, its!it's,

advise/advice,

junction/juncture,

whosetwho's etc.

(b) Reading: Vocabulary

and Oral and Written

Comprehension

(c) Structure: Use
adverbs to describe
verbs

(d) Grammar: Study the

teacher and make similar
sentences with the
teacher,

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson,

students should be able

to:

i. discuss adverbs of

comparison:

ii. identify adverbs and

adverb of comparison

in sentences and

passages;

iii. use the adverb of

comparison in

sentences.

By the end of the lesson,

students should be able

to:

(l) recognise easily

confused words in

English;

(ii) Highlight the

differences

between/ among them;

(iii) Use the easily

confused words in

different contexts

correctly.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

l. analyze the passage;
ii. skim for the main points

in the passage;

iii, scan for the specific

information;

iv. extract new words orally
and in written form,

from the passage.

By the end of the lesson,
students should be able
to:

l. describe adverbs;
ii examine adverbs and

their types;
iii. use adverbs to describe

verbs in sentences,

By the end of the lesson,
students should be able
to:

l. understand sentence
formations;

ACTIVITIES

l. Pupils, as a class, discuss

ii. Pupils. in small groups,

identify adverbs and

adverbs of comparison in

passages and sentences.

iii. Pupils use the adverb of

comparison in sentences.

Students, in small groups,

(i) Students, as a class,

collectively generate

the list of words that

confuse them,

(ii) Students, in small groups,

probe into the differences

between these words.

(iii) Individual students use

these words in

sentences and share

with the class for review.

(iv) For further studies

students visit the site

below:

https://youtu.be/pDpMCh5Tav0

i. Pupils as a class, analyze the

passage after reading.

ii. Pupils, pair up to highlight

main ideas.

iii. Pupils, in pairs, identify the

supporting ideas in the text.
iv. Each pupil establishes the

connections between the
main ideas and supporting
ideas using evidence from
the passage.

iv. Individual pupils while reading
the passage stop midway to
predict expected events in
the passage and pick out
new words.

l, Pupil, as a class, describe
adverbs.

ii. Pupils, in small groups,
examine adverb their
meaning and types.

iii, Pupils, use adverbs in
sentences to describe verbs.

l. Pupils, as a class,
brainstorm on how
sentences are formed,

ii. Pupils, in small groups,

SKILLS

Creativity and

Imagination

ii, Communication and

Collaboration

iii. Critical Thinking and

Problem solving

(i) Communication
and collaboration

(ii) Digital Literacy

(iii) Leadership and

Personal
Development

iv. Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

i. Critical Thinking and
Problem solving

ii. Communication and
Collaboration

iii. Leadership and
Personal

Development

l. Creativity and
Collaboration

ii. Creativity and
Communication

iii. Leadership and
Personal

Development

l. Creativity and
imagination

ii Critical thinking and
ii. study how sentences are iii. 

study 

Each pupil 
sentence 

writes 
construction. 

new
iii Communication and

iii. make similar sentences
sentences. Collaboration

from the examples.

RESOURCES

AUDIO V13UAL
PE30UPCE
I, Charl

ii.

wea RESOURCE

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Flash card"'
Chart

wza PESOUPCE%

confused-wprds

MCh3TavO

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCE
l. Recommended

textbook on English
ii. Dictionary
iii. Flash cards of %

words

Web Resource
https•]lmm.thought%.

corn/how-to-find-the-

main-idea-3212047

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES
i,Flash card on adverb

ii.Vfdeo dtp on

adverbs

WEB RESOURCE:
https•]/examp!es yovd

icti na .com/exa

s-of-adverb,html

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES
i.Chart of sentences

ii.Flash cards of new

sentences
https•]/vnm.skillsyoufi

eed. m/write/ ramm

arl .html
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TOPICS LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

Ey the end of the 'esson
pupils shou\S Se 2Se to:

Sy the end of the Esson.
;zss.æe should Se to:

Reading

10 (E)Speech Woöc
determiners

e.g. each, every, both,

hat. etc.

rese mds:

Sy the end of the lesson
pupils should be able to:

share
the stry reed;

F. ;esscns leant
the

iü. re}ats in the

story to persona!

IÄes-

By the end of the lesson,
students should be able

to:

l. discuss disti,butee
determiner,

ii. examine the uses of

v.

l.

i.

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

as E ,æs.s-

Ss=ss

Scots.

PES.SG•S.

ZESSEF.

z-s•zzts

cds-

Ear. Zi-ci -eats E

Ss=sses
st..

in s—el
ze stry-

in ;ers, est2±sh
Zees

using the

is—sses tie
iessrs ',eues

Pupis. as Sass, discuss
dist±utve

determiners are.

Pup?s, in small groups,
examine the uses ci
desciptö,e determiners.

&stributive determiners;

iii. use the distnbutve

lii. Pup:k, in pairs, use these
distnbufie determiners in

EMBEDDED CORE
SKILLS

L Cnca! tie
s&cng

Cornuniceicn and

and

Soö.ing

Creatvity and
Imaginaton.
Corrnuniæion and
CoUaboration

Critcal hi-tkirg and

(b) Reading

comprehension:Vocabul

ary and Oral and Witten

determiners in

sentences.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:

i. analyze the passage;
i. skim for the main points

in the passage;

iii. scan for the specific

information;

sentences.

i Pup.qs, asa class, analyze he i. Critcal Thinking and
passage after rea&ng. Problem

u Pupils pair up to highbght main Commuricaion and
ideas. Collaboraton
Pupas, in pairs, idenffy the iü. Leadership
suppoffng ideas in he text

iv. Each pupa estabåshes be Development

iv. extract new words orally

and in written form, from

the passage.

connectons between be main

ideas and suppottjng ideas

usirg evidence from he

LEARNING
RESOURCES

VSUAL

•sates a

-ties

AUDIO wSUAL
RESOURCE

•ces and
sentences

tex%ock

Ft,ash cats v.ccs

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
i-Reconrended
story Say

RESOURCES
LCterts on
Set-ennet-s

i-Fzsh cads
exam—es of

determiners.

RESOURCE

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCE
l. Recommerded

texbook on En$sh
i. Dicöonzy
ii. Flash cards of new

WEB RESOURCE

mah-idea-3212047
v. Irdividual pupi while readirg

be passage stop rri&way to

predict expected events in be

passage and pid( out new
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EMBEDDED CORE
LEARNING

WKS TOPICS
OBJECTIVES

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

SKILLS

l. Creativity and

(c) Structure: Use of
Determiners: each,
every, all, etheir, this,

these, that, those etc.

(d) Grammar: Fill in the
blank space with words
from the passage.

(e) Writing: Determiners
(Contd)

(f) Dictation: Selected
words from the passage

By the end of the lesson, i. Pupils, as a class, identify

pupils should be able to: determiners in a given chart. Imagination.

ii. Critical thinking and

list examples of

determiners;

ii. state the types of

determiners;

iii identify the use of

determiners in a given

passage;
iv. use them in written

sentence.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

understand and decode

the instructions needed

to fill in the space.

ii. fill in the right and

accurate words in the

right space,

iii. Fill in the blank space

with words from the

passage.

By the end of the lesson,
students should be able
to:

l. make more sentences
with the distributive

determiners;

ii. identify the distributive

determiners in
sentences and
passages.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
l. identify new words from

ii. Pupils, as a class, are

guided to identify the

classifications determiners

eg. Articles. demonstratives,

distnbutives etc

iii. Pupils, in small groups,

bring out determiners in a

given passage.

ii. Each pupil uses the

distributive determiners in

written sentences.

Pupils, as a class, discuss

the grammar functions and

what is expected of them

from the question.

ii. Each pupil provides the

appropriate words to fill in

the blanks.

Pupils, in small groups, give

more elaborate examples of

ii.

problem Solving

Communication and

collaboration

Critical thinking and

problem solving skills

Creativity and

Imagination.

the distributive determiners. ii. Communication and

read

the passage;
ii. write the meaning of

new word in passage;
iii. make a sentence with

these words;

ii. Pupils, as an individuals,
identify in passages the

distributive determiners in

English.

i. Pupils, in small groups,
pick out new words from
the passage.

ii. Pupils, as a class, find the
meaning of the new words
from the passage.

iii. Each pupil constructs
sentences 

Collaboration

l. Communication and
collaboration

ii. Leadership and
personal

development
iii. Critical thinking and

problem solving
iv. write down the dictated

with the new
words.

11 (a)Speech Work:

Pronunciation practice 
Consonant /l/,/r/,/s/ and z

words.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
l. pronounce the sounds

correctly;

ii. orally identify words with

iii. identify the sounds in
words in a passage.

iv. Each pupil writes down
dictated words.

l. Pupils, as a class, correctly
pronounce these consonant
sounds.

ii. Pupils, in small groups,
orally identify the sound.

iii. Pupils, as individuals,
identify the sounds in a
passage.

l. Creativity and
Imagination

ii. Communication and
Collaboration

iii. Leadership and
Personal

Development

En lish Lan ua e
LEARNING

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
l. Charts on

detreminers

ii. Flash cards
containing examples
of distributive

determiners.

WEB RESOURCE
https://ww.v.google.co

m/amp/såmvvv.teach

ingbanyan.com/gram

mar/distributive-

determiners/

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
i. Charts in form of a
puzzle on the question.
ii. Selected approved
textbook

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
i.Charts on distributive
detreminers

ii.Flash cards containing
examples of distributive
determiners.

WEB RESOURCE
https://wm.gopgle.com

lamp/s/wwww.teachingb

anyan.com/grammar/dis

tributive-determiners/

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
l. Flash Cards on new

words.

ii. Oxford dictionary

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
l. Audio tape of the

sounds
ii. Chart of the

consonant sound

WEB RESOURCE
https•]/youtu.be/312yO

WIYoll
https•]ftwtw.speechacb

ve.com/english-

consonants-ipa-



En jish Lan ua

WKS TOPICS

(b) Reading: Vocabulary
and Oral and Written
Comprehension.

(c) Structure: Construct
sentences using
substitution tables.

(d) Writing: Expository

writing

(e) Dictation/ Spellings:

Selected words from

the passage read

Revision and
12

Examination

13

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By the end of tho losson,
pupils should bo able to:
i. understand and analyze

the passage;
ii. differentiate between

main ideas and
supporting ideas in the
passage;

iii. recognize new words
that signal details/
illustrations and
examples in the
passage

By the end of the lesson,
students should be able
to:
l. construct new

sentences using
substitution table;

ii. understand the process
of sentence formations.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
l. discuss an expository

composition;

ii. examine the features

and structure;

iii. write an expository

composition.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
l. identify new words from

the passage;
ii. Write the meaning of

new word in passage;

iii. make a sentence with
these words;

iv. write down the dictated

words.

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

j. Pupils, ag a c,iagq, analyze tho
pasqagc after reading,

ii. Pupils pair up to highlight
main ideas.

iii. Pupils, in pairg, identify the
supporting idoaq in the text.

iv. Each pupil establi3h0% the

connections between the
main ideas and supporting
ideas using evidence from the
passage,

iii. Students while reading tile

ii.

ii.

passage stop midway to
predict expected events in the
passage and pick out new

words,

Pupils. as an individual,
construct new sentences
using the substitution

table.

Pupils, in small groups,
come together to

understand how the

sentences are formed

using the substitute table.

Pupil, as a class, discuss
expository composition.

Pupils, in small groups,
examine the features and

structure of the

composition.

iii. Pupils, as individuals, write

ii.

an expository essay,

Pupils, in small groups, pick
out new words from the
passage.
Pupils, as a class, find the
meanings of the new words

from the passage.

EMBEDDED CORE 
SKILLS

I. Communication and

Collaboration

ii. Leaderghip and
Personal

development

iii, Creativity and
imagination

iv. Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving

l. Creativity and
Imagination.

ii. Communication and
Collaboration

Creativity and

Imagination

ii. Communication and

Collaboration.

iii. Critical Thinking and
Problem solving

Communication and

collaboration

ii. Leadership and
personal development

iii. Critical thinking and

problem solving

LEARNING

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
J, Recommended text

ii. Flath card

iii, Oxford dictjonarj

Web Resource

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
i.tJge recommended
text

ii. Chart of the
substitute table

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
l. Video Clip of an

expository

composition

ii. Flip Chart of the
feature and structure

of the composition

WEB RESOURCE
https'.//wm.time4writin

ri'n
resource/expqsitory-

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
l. Flash Cards on new

words.

ii. Oxford dictionary

iii. Each pupil constructs

sentences with the words.

iv, Each pupil writes down

dictated words.


